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Post-Tension Design Using Manual Calculation and Computer Program 

Analysis and design of post tension floor using equivalent frame method is a today’s 

popular method since it is easy and fast. It can easily be developed into a spreadsheet or 

calculation program. Rough sequence is as follows: 
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The sequence above can be used to design post tension floor with structural characteristics 

following the image below. The calculation is done manually and the results are compared with 

design done by computer programs, one is called DON_POST as well as other international 

programs.  
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All three methods use the same amount of strands which is span 1 and 2 containing 16 

strands and span 3 containing 11 strands, Strand profile is aligned to ensure that stresses at top 

and bottom fiber meet standard requirements and maintain a balance load within recommended 

range.  
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Table shows the calculation of incremental moment 

Calculation 

method 

Positive Moment at 

SPAN 1 

Positive Moment at 

SPAN 2 

Negative moment of 

inner column 

Manual 
calculation 

27083 21125 23140 

DON_POST 14010 12044 12590 

ADAPT PT2012 -36378 -37581 -35020 

Based on the result of structural analysis to identify occurred moment force in different 

positions of the structure, it showed that the results of each method of calculation yielded similar 

figure. The slight difference may probably be due to different assumptions used to analyze the 

structure as well as the calculation scale. 

Once a designer understand the design sequence of post-tension floor, incorporating 

computer program to help with the design can speed up the process as the results can be viewed, 

inspected, and amended until the design passes the criteria. The process follows the steps in the 

flow chart. 
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Note: 

DON_POST is a design program made for beamless steel reinforced concrete and 

prestressed concrete floors developed by a Thai developer. This is a great starting point for design 

industry of post-tension floor as the calculated results can similarly be compared to international 

programs. In addition, the program also displays crucial data to building designers e.g. graphical 

result of  moment transfer to columns which allows building designers to determine whether 

moment affects the columns. Further development of DON_POST program is therefore interesting 

which would make it even more responsive to post-tension floor design and in the future it may 

be fully developed with equivalent functionality to commercial programs. 
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